Ukraine disappointed with termination of INF Treaty
Ukraine’s Naftogaz seeks $5.2 billion in damages from Russia

Ukraine, disappointed with termination of INF Treaty, fully understands U.S. move.

Ukraine’s Naftogaz seeks $5.2 billion in damages from Russia.

EU: Black sea has twice as much trash as Mediterranean.

Russia’s ‘Civil War in Ukraine’ narrative in Western Media. Recent sloppy headline writing by

an American news organization mischaracterized the Russian-led war in Ukraine’s Donbas region.

Kremlin’s “information laundering”: Lie, manipulate, spread, change, spread again.

StopFake with Marko Suprun (No. 246). Fake: Crimeans not allowed in EU and US. Ukrainians want train travel to Crimea to resume. Ukraine sold Moldovan missiles to ISIS.

Will Zelenskyy aim for even more power?
Without Ukrainian diplomat action, the Normandy format will not work

Portnikov: A big war and the “streams”.

Will Zelenskyy aim for even more power via snap local elections?

Without action on the part of Ukrainian diplomats, the Normandy format will not work.

What drives Ukrainian internal migrants?

Fake info about “Ukrainian saboteurs” in Crimea in 2016 could have prompted Russian invasion of Ukraine.

Mass graves of victims of communist regime found in Zhytomyr region (photos).
Volunteers support Ukraine’s defenders
Ukraine asks to buy more Javelin missiles

Russia-occupation fighters ignore ceasefire in Donbas – Commander of JFO.

Ukraine’s Naval Air Force completes drills over Black Sea.

Ukrainian court approves seizure of detained Russian tanker.

U.S. Ambassador: Ukraine asks to buy more Javelin missiles.

US donates demining equipment to Ukraine’s State Emergency Service.

Volunteers support Ukraine’s defenders. The Dnipro Railway Station has space for soldiers coming back from the frontlines. Volunteers have organized a "military corner" where they provide tea, food, and psychological help. Over the four years of the project’s existence, more than 250,000 soldiers have received help.

Ex-Berkut officer wanted for Maidan crimes seen helping Putin savagely crush protest in Russia.

Brazilian Donbas fighter & propagandist for Russia gets final 13-year sentence.

Russia brings ‘humanitarian’ convoys to Ukraine by day, military trucks carrying death by night.

Poroshenko says he spent UAH 2 bln in his own funds on Ukrainian army.

73 searches, 69 detentions, and 200 arrests
US non-recognition policy regarding Crimea one year on

US non-recognition policy regarding Crimea one year on.

Mejlis reports on 73 searches, 69 detentions and 200 arrests in Crimea over past six months.

Crimean Tatar activist Edem Bekirov needs urgent medical assistance. Edem Bekirov was detained by Russian security forces in illegally occupied Crimea since Dec. 12.

Crimean Tatar political prisoner prefers imminent death from hunger strike to the slow torture Russia proposes.

“Someone said that the referendum in Crimea was legitimate” in Russian news.

Russian official boasts record 6,000,000 tourists in Crimea in 2018, stats agency counted less than 500,000.
Who will steer Ukraine's economy and how?  
“Visa-free travel” without myths

Official election results, Parliamentarian School and more – uacrisis weekly update #24, 22 July – 4 August.

Main intrigue: Government of Servant of the People. Who will steer Ukraine's economy and how?

Week's balance: Ukraine prepping up for winter, hryvnia strengthening, and EBRD allocating EUR 250 mln for public transport purchase.

The Cabinet of Ministers has approved an order to create the Ukrainian Institute for the Development of Education that will work on the reform of general secondary education.

“Visa-free travel” without myths: how the travel of Ukrainians to Europe has changed in 2 years.

More than three million Ukrainians work abroad on regular basis.

Recent outrageous decisions of Ukrainian courts prove Zelenskyy inherits limping judicial system.

Zelenskyy office eyes ways to remove Kyiv mayor Klitschko.

Klitschko, Giuliani discuss prospects for further US-Ukraine cooperation.

Zelensky comments on rumors around dismissal of Presidential Office head.

Ukraine’s largest steel producer and foreign investor accuses SBU of raid, Zelenskyy – of “eco-populism”.

Two officials caught red-handed receiving $1.5 mln bribe. (Photos)

---

Fresh prawns — from Vinnytsa farm to your table
Ukrainian IT markets overview

Left: About 60 thousand foreigners came to Ukraine for treatment last year.
Right: Banda Agency receives six Red Dot Awards

Fresh prawns — from Vinnytsa farm to your table. The only prawn farm in Ukraine ready to produce 85 tons of prawns in a year.

Apartment rental app bird receives two Red Dot Awards.

Menu Group acquires Eda.ua, Ukraine’s leading food delivery company.

Ukrainian IT markets overview.

Zelensky issues decree to boost e-government services.
On kayaks through Chornobyl Exclusion Zone
Ukrainians set World Records at 10th Euro Athletics Championship

Paintings from the Front Line. A collection of paintings many of which were considered lost, was evacuated from the frontline.

Montmartre of Mariupol. In what is called the Montmartre of Mariupol, artists from the Donetsk region are showcasing more than fifty paintings in a variety of styles and techniques.

On kayaks through Chornobyl Exclusion Zone
With Pierre.

Left: Excavations of an ancient crypt in Crimea: A Roman warrior was discovered among the remains
Right: Five fun facts about the Galician General Regional Exhibition of 1894
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